Middle Eastern Dress Quiz

What is the Iranian name for an abaya?

What is the robe-like garment that both men and women in the Middle East wear?

What is worn under a keffiyeh to hold it in place?

What item of clothing was used in the past to keep a camel from walking away?

What is the traditional headdress of men in the Middle East?

What is the traditional headscarf of women in the Middle East?

What is the veil that covers the face of some women in the Middle East called?

Which type of niqāb is found mostly in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India?

What kind of climate influenced the type of clothing that people in the Middle East wear?

What is the name of the black cloak worn by women in the Middle East?

What distinguishes a man’s thawb from a woman’s?

What is the name of the dark colored cloak men wear over their thawb?

What color keffiyeh is usually found in the Levant regions of the Middle East?

What color keffiyeh is usually found in the Gulf regions of the Middle East?

What two things does the keffiyeh protect the wearer from?

What does a woman wear under her thawb?

What is the Pakistani style of hijāb?